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Abstract—In this paper, a new relay-aided secure communica-
tion system is investigated, where a transmitter sends signals to a
destination via an amplify-and-forward (AF) relay in the presence
of an eavesdropper. We consider a general system configuration,
where the source, relay, destination, and eavesdropper are all
equipped with multiple antennas. In the practical scenarios of
unknown eavesdropper’s channel state information (CSI) and
uncertainty of the eavesdropper’s location, we aim to maximize
the expected value of the system secrecy rate over the presumed
distribution of the eavesdropper’s channels, by exploiting the
artificial noise (AN) transmitted by the source and relay nodes.
The system design issue is formulated as a nonconvex stochastic
optimization problem with a source transmission power con-
straint and a nonconvex relay transmission power constraint. A
novel computational method is proposed to solve this challenging
problem. The new method is developed based on an exact penalty
function method together with a parallel stochastic decomposition
algorithm. Numerical simulations are performed to study the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme at various locations of the
eavesdropper. Simulation results show that for most cases, secure
communication can be achieved without the CSI knowledge of
eavesdropper’s channels, and the achievable secrecy rate follows
the trend of a benchmark system where the eavesdropper’s full
CSI is available. In particular, the achievable system secrecy rate
increases with the number of antennas at the legitimate users.
Moreover, the optimal power allocated for the transmission of the
AN increases with the system signal-to-noise ratio. The proposed
computational method achieves a higher system secrecy rate than
a conventional penalty function based approach.

Index Terms—secure communication, amplify-and-forward re-
lay, artificial noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

With the growing popularity of mobile Internet, providing
secure communication services has become a critical issue
for system operators and designers. Traditionally, security
in wireless communication networks is mainly realized by
cryptographic techniques applied to the upper layers of the
communication protocol stack utilizing secret keys. However,
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these techniques have a major drawback that secret keys are
often vulnerable to malicious attacks from eavesdroppers.

To improve the security of wireless communication, phys-
ical layer security [1] has attracted much research interest
recently. Physical layer security technologies prevent smart
devices and Internet of Things (IoT) from potential attacks of
eavesdroppers. Probabilistic characteristics of the achievable
secrecy rates and average secrecy rates were presented in [2].
Physical layer security in probabilistic caching was analyzed in
[3]. Three secrecy metrics for secure transmission over quasi-
static fading channels were proposed in [4]. Various techniques
such as relay-aided security [5] and artificial noise (AN)-aided
security [6] have been proposed to increase the system secrecy
capacity.

B. Literature Review

Cooperative relaying is an emerging physical layer security
approach. It is shown in [5] that relaying is capable of
improving the level of physical layer security. This discovery
has led to further research efforts devoted to investigating
the security of relay-aided communications from the physical
layer perspective [7]. A wireless relay can adopt either the
amplify-and-forward (AF) or the decode-and-forward (DF)
strategy for forwarding source messages. For the DF relay-
ing, the optimal weights that achieve the maximum secrecy
capacity were derived in [8] and [9]. The achievable secrecy
rate of an AF relay network in the presence of direct links to
the destination and eavesdropper was characterized in [10].

Cooperative jamming is a promising technology for improv-
ing information secrecy at the physical layer [11]. Cooperative
jamming can reduce the probability of being eavesdropped by
sending jamming signals, while maintaining the fine reception
of intended information. Hence it can efficiently improve
the system secrecy performance [12]. Jamming signals can
be transmitted at the destination to degrade the eavesdrop-
per’s channel [13]. A destination-aided secure transmission
scheme was proposed in [14] where the destination broadcasts
jamming signals concurrently with the transmission of the
confidential messages to protect the confidential messages.

Jamming signals can also be transmitted from the source
in the form of temporal AN [15]. Precoding methods can be
applied to send the AN to the null space of the legitimate
link to enhance the secrecy performance [16]. The optimal
power allocation between the information and jamming signals
for a DF relay system was derived in [17]. A source-based
jamming strategy was proposed in [18] for a dual-hop AF
cooperative network. The optimal distribution of the jamming
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signals from the attacker’s point of view was studied in [19].
In [20], a relay-jammer scheme was proposed to improve
the primary user’s secrecy in cognitive radio networks. An
AN-aided precoding strategy employing a full-duplex relay
with imperfect channel state information (CSI) was investi-
gated in [21] to enhance the secrecy performance of wireless
communication systems. In [22], an AN-aided secure on-off
transmission scheme in a wiretap channel was developed. The
secrecy capacity of an AF relay system was studied in two
scenarios in [23] with the AN added either at the source node
or the relay node, and the optimal power allocation between
the confidential signal and the jamming signal is derived to
maximize the secrecy rate. Wireless-powered jammers were
investigated in [24], [25]. Recently, the presence of randomly
distributed non-colluding eavesdroppers has been investigated
in multi-antenna DF relay wiretap channels [26].

C. Contributions
In this paper, we consider secure wireless communications

between a pair of multi-antenna source and destination nodes
aided by a multi-antenna AF relay node, subjecting to individ-
ual transmission power constraints at the source node and the
relay node. This setup is applicable to the scenario where a
powerful relay station assists secure communications between
two wireless terminals.

It is worth noting that in [16], [20], [27], the knowledge on
the CSI of the eavesdropper’s channel is required. However,
in practice, as there is no cooperation between the legitimate
users and the eavesdropper, we cannot obtain the eavesdrop-
per’s CSI, and the location of the eavesdropper can change
over time. To prevent confidential information leakage under
the conditions of unknown eavesdropper’s CSI and location,
the source node transmits AN along with the information
signals. Meanwhile, the half-duplex AF relay transmits its own
AN jamming signal while forwarding the signal-of-interest to
the destination node.

Considering such a practical system setup, we aim at
maximizing the expected value of the system secrecy rate over
the presumed distribution of the eavesdropper’s channels under
the source and relay transmission power constraints. Note that
in practice, there may be mismatch between the actual and
presumed distributions. To the best of our knowledge, this
problem has not been studied before for the system setup
given above. To maximize the signal power received at the
destination node, the source beamforming vector and the relay
precoding matrix are chosen to match the strongest subchan-
nels in the source-relay and relay-destination links. Moreover,
the direct source-destination link is considered in the system
optimization. We show that the system design problem can
be formulated as a stochastic programming problem with a
nonconvex objective function, a source transmission power
constraint and a nonconvex relay transmission power con-
straint. There are two difficulties in this challenging problem.
Firstly, both the objective function and the constraints are
nonconvex. Secondly, the distribution of the eavesdropper’s
CSI is unknown.

To overcome these difficulties, a novel computational
method is developed in this paper. Firstly, an exact penalty

function method is utilized to append the nonconvex relay
transmission power constraint to the objective function, which
leads to a simpler stochastic optimization problem with a
nonconvex objective function and convex constraints. By
observing the structure of the resulted problem, a parallel
stochastic decomposition algorithm is introduced to tackle
the second challenge. The result of the optimization problem
provides the optimal power allocation at the source and relay
nodes for transmitting the AN and the signal-of-interest to
maximize the expected value of the system secrecy rate.

Numerical simulations are performed to study the effective-
ness of the proposed scheme at various locations of the eaves-
dropper. Simulation results show that for most cases, secure
communication can be achieved without the CSI knowledge
of eavesdropper’s channels, and the achievable system secrecy
rate follows the trend of a benchmark system where the eaves-
dropper’s full CSI is available. In particular, the achievable
secrecy rate increases with the number of antennas at the
legitimate users. Moreover, we find out that to maximize the
system secrecy rate, the power allocated for the transmission
of AN increases with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at both
the source and relay nodes. The proposed method consistently
achieves a higher system secrecy rate than a conventional
penalty function based approach. In many cases, the proposed
method also yields a higher secrecy rate than a beamforming
algorithm where the eavesdropper’s CSI is known, but without
applying the AN at the relay node.

Based on our best knowledge, currently there is no wire-
less communication standard explicitly incorporating physical
layer security technologies. Nevertheless, the scheme proposed
in our paper can be applied to general two-hop AF relay com-
munication systems, where the source, relay, and destination
nodes are equipped with multiple antennas.

D. Structure

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The model
of an AF relay-aided secure communication system with AN
from both the source and the relay nodes is presented in
Section II. The secrecy rate maximization problem is also
formulated in Section II. An efficient algorithm to solve the
optimization problem is developed in Section III. Numerical
examples are presented in Section IV to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed scheme. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a relay-aided secure communication system
in Fig. 1, where the source node sends signals to the des-
tination node via a half-duplex AF multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) relay node, and there is an eavesdropper in
the system1. We assume that the number of antennas at the
source, relay, destination, and eavesdropper are Na, Nr, Nb,
and Ne, respectively. The channel between the source and

1For a clear demonstration of the proposed approach, one relay node and
one eavesdropper are considered here. We would like to note that the proposed
approach can be applied to systems with multiple relay nodes and multiple
eavesdroppers.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of an AF MIMO relay communication system in the
presence of an eavesdropper.

relay nodes is H, between the relay and destination nodes
is G. The direct link between the source and destination
nodes is T, and we denote the channels from the source and
relay nodes to the eavesdropper as A and B, respectively. We
assume that channels H, G, and T are known. However, the
eavesdropper’s channels A and B are unknown, as in practice
there is no coordination between the source and relay nodes
and the eavesdropper to obtain the knowledge of A and B.
To enable secure communication without the eavesdropper’s
CSI, we assume that there is no eavesdropper within a certain
distance to the source node2.

Let us introduce the singular value decomposition (SVD) of
H and G as H = UhΛ

1
2

hVH
h and G = UgΛ

1
2
g VH

g , respec-
tively, where (·)H denotes the matrix and vector Hermitian
transpose, and the diagonal elements of Λh and Λg are sorted
in a descending order. The communication between the source
and destination nodes is completed in two time slots. At the
first time slot, the source node transmits the following signal
vector to the relay and destination nodes

xa =
√
pvh,1s+

√
Pa − p
Na − 1

Vh,1̄wa (1)

where Vh = [vh,1,Vh,1̄], Pa is the transmission power
available at the source node, s is the signal-of-interest with
E[|s|2] = 1, and wa is the AN vector with E[waw

H
a ] =

INa−1. Here E[·] stands for the statistical expectation, In
denotes the n × n identity matrix, the subscript “1” in vh,1
denotes the singular vector with the largest singular value,
and “1̄” in Vh,1̄ denotes a matrix containing all the other
eigenvectors.

It can be seen from (1) that tr(E[xax
H
a ]) = Pa, where tr(·)

stands for the matrix trace, and the amount of power spent on
transmitting s and wa is p and Pa − p, respectively. In (1),

2When the CSI of the eavesdropper is not available, secure communication
may be impossible to achieve if the eavesdropper’s channel is much stronger
than that of the relay and destination nodes, which occurs when the eaves-
dropper is located much closer to the source node than the legitimate users.
This can be seen from the simulation results in Fig. 10 where for certain
source-eavesdropper distances, except for the scheme with the full CSI, the
other three systems considered cannot achieve secure communication, due to
a much weaker channel of the legitimate users. To exclude this situation, we
assume that there is no eavesdropper within a certain distance to the source
node.

vh,1 is used to maximize the gain of sending s through H, and
Vh,1̄ is applied such that wa does not affect the transmission
of s to the relay node, as wa is transmitted through a channel
that is orthogonal to that of s. The received signal vector at
the relay node is given by

yr = Hxa + nr (2)

where nr is the additive noise vector at the relay node with
E[nrn

H
r ] = σ2

rINr
and σ2

r is the noise variance. Substituting
(1) into (2), we have

yr =
√
λh,1puh,1s+

√
Pa − p
Na − 1

Uh,1̄Λ
1
2

h,1̄
wa + nr (3)

where Uh = [uh,1,Uh,1̄] and Λh = diag[λh,1,Λh,1̄]. Here
diag[·] stands for a diagonal matrix.

The received signal vector at the destination node at the first
time slot is given by

yb,1 = Txa + nb,1 (4)

where nb,1 is the additive noise vector at the destination node
at the first time slot with E[nb,1n

H
b,1] = σ2

b INb
and σ2

b is the
noise variance at the destination node. By substituting (1) into
(4), we obtain

yb,1 =
√
pTvh,1s+

√
Pa − p
Na − 1

TVh,1̄wa + nb,1. (5)

At the second time slot, the relay node linearly precodes yr
with F, superimposes its own AN jamming vector wr, and
transmits the following signal vector to the destination node

xr = Fyr +
√
βVg,1̄wr (6)

where Vg = [vg,1,Vg,1̄] and E[wrw
H
r ] = INr−1. Here

we choose F =
√
αvg,1u

H
h,1 such that the power of s is

maximized at the destination node, as s is transmitted through
the strongest subchannel of G. Furthermore, Vg,1̄ is used such
that wr does not interfere with the transmission of yr to the
destination node, as wr is transmitted through a channel which
is orthogonal to that of yr. Substituting (3) into (6), we have

xr =
√
αλh,1pvg,1s+

√
αvg,1u

H
h,1nr +

√
βVg,1̄wr. (7)

From (7), we can see that the amount of power spent on
transmitting the AN vector wr is β(Nr − 1), and the total
amount of transmission power consumed by the relay node is

tr(E[xrx
H
r ]) = αλh,1p+ ασ2

r + β(Nr − 1). (8)

The received signal vector at the destination node at the
second time slot can be written as

yb,2 = Gxr + nb,2 (9)

where nb,2 is the additive noise vector at the destination
node at the second time slot with E[nb,2n

H
b,2] = σ2

b INb
. By

substituting (7) into (9), we obtain

yb,2 =
√
αpλh,1λg,1ug,1s+

√
αλg,1ug,1u

H
h,1nr

+
√
βUg,1̄Λ

1
2

g,1̄
wr + nb,2 (10)
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where Ug = [ug,1,Ug,1̄] and Λg = diag[λg,1,Λg,1̄], From
(5) and (9), the received signals at the destination node over
two time slots are given by

yb =

(
yb,2
yb,1

)
(11)

=

(√
αpλh,1λg,1ug,1√

pTvh,1

)
s

+

√αλg,1ug,1uHh,1nr+
√
βUg,1̄Λ

1
2

g,1̄
wr+nb,2√

Pa−p
Na−1TVh,1̄wa + nb,1

 .

Using the maximal ratio combining (MRC) technique, the
SNR at the destination node can be obtained from (11) as

SNRb =
αpλh,1λg,1
αλg,1σ2

r + σ2
b

(12)

+pvHh,1T
H

(
Pa−p
Na−1

TVh,1̄V
H
h,1̄T

H+σ2
b INb

)−1

Tvh,1

where (·)−1 denotes the matrix inversion.
From (1), the received signal vector at the eavesdropper at

the first time slot is given by

ye,1 = Axa + ne,1

=
√
pAvh,1s+

√
Pa − p
Na − 1

AVh,1̄wa + ne,1 (13)

where ne,1 is the additive noise vector at the eavesdropper at
the first time slot with E[ne,1n

H
e,1] = σ2

eINe
and σ2

e is the
noise variance at the eavesdropper. The received signal vector
at the eavesdropper at the second time slot can be obtained
from (7) as

ye,2 = Bxr + ne,2

=
√
αλh,1pBvg,1s+

√
αBvg,1u

H
h,1nr

+
√
βBVg,1̄wr + ne,2 (14)

where ne,2 is the additive noise vector at the eavesdropper at
the second time slot with E[ne,2n

H
e,2] = σ2

eINe . From (13)
and (14), the received signals at the eavesdropper over two
time slots are given by

ye =

(
ye,1
ye,2

)
= hs+ v (15)

where h is the equivalent channel and v is the equivalent noise
vector given by

h =

( √
pAvh,1√

αλh,1pBvg,1

)
, (16)

v =

( √
Pa−p
Na−1AVh,1̄wa + ne,1√

αBvg,1u
H
h,1nr +

√
βBVg,1̄wr + ne,2

)
. (17)

Based on (15), the SNR at the eavesdropper with an MRC
receiver is given by

SNRe = hHR−1
v h

= pvHh,1A
H

(
Pa − p
Na − 1

AVh,1̄V
H
h,1̄A

H+σ2
eINe

)−1

Avh,1

+αλh,1pv
H
g,1B

H
(
βBVg,1̄V

H
g,1̄B

H

+ασ2
rBvg,1v

H
g,1B

H + σ2
eINe

)−1
Bvg,1 (18)

where

Rv =E[vvH ] (19)

= diag
[ Pa − p
Na − 1

AVh,1̄V
H
h,1̄A

H+σ2
eINe

,

βBVg,1̄V
H
g,1̄B

H+ασ2
rBvg,1v

H
g,1B

H+σ2
eINe

]
is the covariance matrix of v in (17). From (8), (12), and (18),
the optimization problem which maximizes the expected value
of the secrecy capacity subjecting to the transmission power
constraints at the source and relay nodes can be formulated as

max
p,α,β

1

2
EA,B{[log(1 + SNRb)− log(1 + SNRe)]

+} (20)

s.t. 0 < p < Pa, 0 < α, 0 < β (21)
αλh,1p+ ασ2

r + β(Nr − 1) ≤ Pr (22)

where a factor 1/2 is included to consider that two time slots
are used in transmission, Pr is the transmission power avail-
able at the relay node, for a real number x, [x]+ = max{x, 0},
EA,B{·} denotes the expectation over the presumed distribu-
tion of channels A and B, since the exact value of A and B
is unknown. Note that as SNRe is a complicated function of
A and B, a closed-form expression of the expectation in (20)
cannot be obtained.

Remark 1: It is worth noting that as the eavesdropper is
assumed to be capable of performing the MRC operation
(18) on the received signals, (20) is a pessimistic value of
the achievable secrecy rate. In practice, it is difficult for the
eavesdropper to obtain the knowledge of Vh and Vg . Thus,
the SNR achievable at the eavesdropper is lower than (18).

Remark 2: A single data stream is used mainly to demon-
strate the key idea of the algorithm proposed in this paper.
In general, the data rates from the source node to both
the destination node and the eavesdropper increase with the
number of data streams.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The problem in (20)-(22) is a stochastic optimization prob-
lem with a nonconvex objective function in (20) and a non-
convex constraint in (22). There are two challenges in this
problem. First, this optimization problem has a nonconvex ob-
jective function and a nonconvex constraint. The second chal-
lenge is that the distributions of A and B in (20) are unknown.
In this section, we develop a novel computational method to
solve this challenging problem. More specifically, for tackling
the first challenge, we construct an exact penalty function from
the constraint in (22) to augment the objective function in (20).
This leads to a simpler stochastic optimization problem with
nonconvex objective function and convex constraints. Then
a parallel stochastic successive convex approximation-based
algorithm [28] is introduced to solve the augmented problem
by observing its structure. Since this approach does not require
the exact distribution information of A and B in (20), the
second challenge is tackled in this step.

By applying the inequality of E{[x]+} ≥ [E{x}]+, it
follows that

−EA,B{[log(1 + SNRb)− log(1 + SNRe)]
+}

≤ −[log(1 + SNRb)− EA,B{log(1 + SNRe)}]+. (23)
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Using the upper bound (23), the problem in (20)-(22) is
converted to the following problem

min
p,α,β

− log(1 + SNRb) + EA,B{log(1 + SNRe)} (24)

s.t. 0 < p < Pa, 0 < α, 0 < β (25)
αλh,1p+ ασ2

r + β(Nr − 1) ≤ Pr. (26)

Note that for simplicity, the factor 1/2 in (20) is omitted in
(24) and the derivations later on. By utilizing an exact penalty
function method introduced in [29] and [30], the problem (24)-
(26) is converted to the following problem with an augmented
objective function

min
ξ
− log(1 + SNRb) + EA,B{log(1 + SNRe)}

+ε−η∆(p, α, β, ε) + δεθ (27)
s.t. 0 < p < Pa, 0 < α, 0 < β (28)

0 < ε (29)

where ξ = [p, α, β, ε]T is the vector containing all optimiza-
tion variables, δ > 0 is a penalty parameter, η > 0 and θ > 2
are fixed constants. The penalty function ε−η∆(p, α, β, ε)+δεθ

in (27) includes the violation function ∆(p, α, β, ε) for the
constraint in (22) defined by

∆(p, α, β, ε)

= [max{0, αλh,1p+ ασ2
r + β(Nr − 1)− Pr − εµW}]2 (30)

where µ > 0 and 0 < W < 1 are fixed constants. Different
from the conventional penalty function method, the penalty
function in (27) also includes an additional penalty term δεθ.
In addition, ε is a decision variable and the violation function
(30) has an extra relaxed term −εµW .

Remark 3: One of the key differences between the exact
penalty function method and the conventional method is that
for the proposed algorithm, there are two penalty factors (ε
and δ) in the penalty function. One of the penalty factors ε
is a variable to be optimized in the problem (27)-(29), while
in the conventional method, there is only one fixed penalty
factor. Moreover, for the exact penalty function method, the
optimal solution can be obtained as the other penalty factor δ
is set as a finite number. In contrast, the conventional method
cannot obtain an optimal solution with a finite penalty factor.

The idea of the exact penalty function can be interpreted
as follows. It can be shown from [29] and [30] that if δ is
sufficiently large, the solutions of p, α, β from the problem
in (27)-(29) are equal to the solutions of the problem in
(24)-(26). Intuitively, during the process of minimizing the
objective function in (27), since δ is fixed and ε is a decision
variable, εθ should be reduced. As a consequence, ε−η will
increase, and hence the value of the constraint violation
function ∆(p, α, β, ε) is reduced, leading to the satisfaction
of the following constraint

αλh,1p+ ασ2
r + β(Nr − 1)− Pr − εµW ≤ 0.

Remark 4: An optimal solution of the problem in (27)-(29)
is also an optimum of (24)-(26) according to [29] and [30].

Note that the problem in (27)-(29) is a stochastic opti-
mization problem with convex constraints, which is much

simpler than the problem in (20)-(22). By taking advan-
tage of this structure, a parallel stochastic successive convex
approximation-based algorithm [28] is introduced to solve the
problem in (27)-(29). In particular, the variables in ξ of the
problem in (27)-(29) are optimized in an iterative fashion.
More specifically, in the tth iteration, a random realization
of C(t) , [A(t),B(t)] is taken following the presumed
distribution, and ξ is updated as

ξ(t+1) = (1− γ(t+1))ξ(t) + γ(t+1)ξ̂
(t)

(C(t)) (31)

where the superscript (t) denotes the variables at the tth itera-
tion, 0 < γ(t) ≤ 1 is a sequence to be chosen, and ξ̂

(t)
(C(t)) is

the solution to the problem of minimizing surrogate functions
[28] as

ξ̂
(t)
i (C(t)) = arg min

ξi∈Ξi

f̂i(ξi; C
(t)), i = 1, . . . , 4 (32)

where ξ̂
(t)
i (C(t)) and ξi are the ith entry of ξ̂

(t)
(C(t)) and

ξ, respectively, f̂i(ξi; C(t)) is the surrogate function of the
variable ξi as explained below, and Ξi is the feasible region
of ξi.

Remark 5: As the actual distribution of A and B is
unknown, we assume the channel from the source and relay
nodes to the eavesdropper has independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading, which is commonly used in
practice. In particular, we assume that the source-eavesdropper
distance is similar to the source-destination distance, and the
distance from the relay to the eavesdropper is similar to the
relay-destination distance. Thus, entries in A and B are pre-
sumed to have distributions of CN (0, σ2

SD) and CN (0, σ2
RD),

respectively, where σ2
SD and σ2

RD (known) are the variance
(large-scale path loss) of entries in T and G, respectively.
Apparently, there can be mismatch between the presumed and
actual distribution of A and B, which is studied in Section IV.

For each ξi, we denote the objective function in (27) without
the expectation operator as fi,s(ξi), when all other variables
are fixed. Furthermore, we write fi,s(ξi) = fi,c(ξi) + fi,n(ξi),
i = 1, . . . , 4, where fi,c(ξi) and fi,n(ξi) are the convex and
nonconvex parts of fi,s(ξi) with respect to ξi, respectively.
Then the surrogate function of ξi at the tth iteration is given
by

f̂i(ξi; C
(t)) = ρ(t)fi,c(ξi) + ρ(t)(ξi − ξ(t)

i )gi,n(ξ
(t)
i ; C(t))

+(1−ρ(t))(ξi − ξ(t)
i )q

(t−1)
i + τ(ξi − ξ(t)

i )2 (33)

where 0 < ρ(t) ≤ 1 is a sequence to be chosen, gi,n(ξ
(t)
i ; C(t))

is the gradient of fi,n(ξi) at ξ(t)
i under the channel realization

C(t), τ > 0 is a constant, and q
(t−1)
i is an accumulation

number updated recursively according to

q
(t)
i = (1− ρ(t))q

(t−1)
i + ρ(t)gi,s(ξ

(t)
i ; C(t)). (34)

Here gi,s(ξ
(t)
i ; C(t)) is the gradient of fi,s(ξi) at ξ(t)

i under
the channel realization C(t). It can be seen from (33) that the
surrogate function preserves the convex part of the objective
function in (27), while linearizes its nonconvex part. In fact,
(33) can be viewed as an incremental sample estimate of the
objective function in (27) with respect to the variable ξi.
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The details of the surrogate functions for the variables p,
α, β, ε, and the accumulation numbers qi, i = 1, . . . , 4, are
listed in the Appendix. As the surrogate functions in (33) are
convex with respect to ξi, they can be efficiently optimized, for
example, through the golden section search method [31]. Note
that as the eavesdropper’s channels A and B are unknown,
they are randomly realized in each iteration. From (31) and
(33), we can see that at each iteration, the variables are updated
as a function of all channel realizations up to this iteration.
Moreover, based on (34), the estimation of the gradient of
the objective function becomes increasingly accurate as t
increases.

The procedure of the proposed algorithm is listed in Algo-
rithm 1, where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector.
It can be shown similar to [28] that Algorithm 1 converges
to a stationary point, if sequences ρ(t) and γ(t) satisfy a
diminishing step size rule as

ρ(t) = t−π1 , γ(t) = t−π2 , 0.5 < π1 < π2 ≤ 1. (35)

It can be seen from Algorithm 1 that as the value of the
penalty parameter δ increases in the outer loop, the penalty for
violating the power constraint in (22) is heavier than that of
conventional penalty function methods. After the completion
of the optimization process, for a certain realization of A and
B, if log(1+SNRb) > log(1+SNRe), then the secrecy rate is
nonzero. Otherwise, the capacity of the eavesdropper’s channel
is larger than that of the destination node. In this case, the
system secrecy rate is zero.

Algorithm 1 Solving the Problem (27)-(29) through the
Proposed Exact Penalty Function Method Combined with the
Parallel Stochastic Decomposition Algorithm.
Input: H, G, T, Pa, Pr , σ2

r , σ2
b , σ2

e , ε, η, θ, µ, W , π1, π2, τ .
Output: p∗, α∗, β∗, ε∗.

Initialization: δ = 10.
1: repeat
2: Set t = 0 and ξ(0) = 0.
3: repeat
4: Set t := t+ 1.
5: Set ρ(t) and γ(t) according to (35).
6: Choose a random realization of A(t), B(t), and update ξ(t)

following (31)-(34).
7: until ‖ξ(t) − ξ(t−1)‖2 < ε
8: if α(t)λh,1p

(t) + α(t)σ2
r + β(t)(Nr − 1)− Pr ≤ 0 then

9: Set p∗ = p(t), α∗ = α(t), β∗ = β(t), ε∗ = ε(t).
10: Set c = 1.
11: else
12: Set δ := 10δ.
13: end if
14: until δ > 108 or c = 1.

We can see that most of computations in Algorithm 1 are
spent on Step 6 to update ξ(t) following (31)-(34), which has
a complexity order of O(N3

e +N3
b ) based on equations in the

Appendix. Thus, the complexity of the proposed algorithm
is O(κ(N3

e + N3
b )), where κ is the number of iterations till

convergence.

IV. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed
algorithm through numerical simulations. We compare the

D

S R

E

50 m 50 m

d

100 m 100 m

Fig. 2. Locations of the source, relay, destination, and eavesdropper.

exact penalty function method with a conventional penalty
function approach which solves the following optimization
problem using the parallel stochastic decomposition algorithm

min
p,α,β

1

2
[− log(1 + SNRb) + EA,B{log(1 + SNRe)}]

+φΩ(p, α, β) (36)
s.t. 0 < p < Pa, 0 < α, 0 < β (37)

where φ > 0 is a fixed penalty factor and Ω(p, α, β) =
[max{0, αλh,1p + ασ2

r + β(Nr − 1) − Pr}]2. It is worth
noting that one of the key differences between the proposed
algorithm and the conventional method is that for the proposed
algorithm, the penalty factor ε is a variable to be optimized in
the problem in (27)-(29), while in the conventional method in
(36)-(37), the penalty factor φ is fixed.

The performance of the proposed algorithm is also com-
pared with the following two benchmark systems:
• The system where the full CSI of the source-eavesdropper

channel A and the relay-eavesdropper channel B is
available. Obviously, the secrecy rate achieved by this
system is an upper-bound of that of the system in this
paper. Hereafter, we denote this system as “Full CSI”.

• The conventional beamforming scheme, where the source
beamforming vector is c1vh,1, the source artificial noise
vector is c2Vh,1̄wa, and the relay beamforming matrix is
c3vg,1u

H
h,1. Moreover, the relay node does not transmit

any artificial noise (β = 0), and c1, c2, c3 are optimized
with the full CSI knowledge of A and B. This system is
denoted as “Beamforming”.

We consider a scenario illustrated in Fig. 2 where the
source, relay, and destination nodes are located on the ver-
tices of an equilateral triangle, while the position of the
eavesdropper varies along the height line of this triangle.
This scenario allows us to investigate the achievable secrecy
rate with respect to the location of the eavesdropper. In
particular, the distance between node i and node j (i 6= j
and i, j ∈ {S,R,D,E}) is denoted as Dij . We choose
DSR = DRD = DSD = 100 m. Thus, from Fig. 2, we
have DSE = DRE =

√
d2 + 502 m. The channel matrices are

modeled as H = D
−ζ/2
SR H̄, G = D

−ζ/2
RD Ḡ, T = D

−ζ/2
SD T̄,
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Fig. 3. Example 1: System secrecy rate versus SNR, N = 3.
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Fig. 4. Example 1: System secrecy rate versus SNR, N = 5.

A = D
−ζ/2
SE Ā, and B = D

−ζ/2
RE B̄, where ζ is the path

loss exponent, H̄, Ḡ, T̄, Ā, and B̄ denote the small-scale
Rayleigh fading. Except for the last simulation example, H̄,
Ḡ, T̄, Ā, and B̄ have i.i.d. complex Gaussian entries with
zero-mean and variances of 1/Na, 1/Nr, 1/Na, 1/Na, and
1/Nr, respectively. The SNRs of the source-relay and relay-
destination links are defined as SNRSR = Pa/(D

ζ
SRσ

2
r) and

SNRRD = Pr/(D
ζ
RDσ

2
b ), respectively. In the simulations, we

choose ζ = 3 and set SNRSR = SNRRD = SNR.
As stated in Remark 5, for the proposed algorithm and the

conventional penalty function approach (36)-(37), since under
the simulation setup σ2

SD = D−ζSD/Na and σ2
RD = D−ζRD/Nr,

the distributions of the entries in A and B are assumed to be

CN (0, D−ζSD/Na), CN (0, D−ζRD/Nr) (38)

respectively. For all simulation examples, we choose Ne = 3,
π1 = 0.7, π2 = 0.71, ε = 10−9, and Na = Nr = Nb = N .
All the numerical simulation results are averaged over 1, 000
independent channel realizations.
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Fig. 5. Example 2: Power allocation for the AN at the source node versus
SNR, N = 3.

A. Example 1: System Secrecy Rate versus SNR with Various
Number of Antennas

In the first example, we investigate the system secrecy rate
at various N . We set d = 50

√
3 m, and thus, DSE = DRE =

100 m. The secrecy rates achieved by the four systems studied
versus SNR are shown in Fig. 3 with N = 3. It can be seen
from Fig. 3 that the secrecy rate of the proposed algorithm
increases with SNR. This indicates that using the proposed
algorithm, secure communication is achievable even without
the knowledge of the eavesdropper’s channels. We can also
observe from Fig. 3 that the secrecy rate gap between the
two full CSI systems increases with SNR. At high SNRs,
the proposed algorithm has a higher secrecy rate than the
beamforming system with full CSI and β = 0. This indicates
the importance of employing jamming signal at the relay node
to confuse the eavesdropper.

Fig. 4 shows the secrecy rates achieved by the four systems
tested with N = 5. From Figs. 3 and 4, we can see that the
system secrecy rate increases with the number of antennas
at the legitimate users. Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate that at
low to medium SNRs, the proposed exact penalty function
method has a higher system secrecy rate than the conventional
penalty function approach. Moreover, the gap between these
two methods increases with N .

B. Example 2: Power Allocation for the Transmission of the
AN versus SNR

In the second example, we study the power allocated for
the transmission of the AN at the source node (i.e., Pa− p in
(1)) and the relay node (which is β(Nr − 1) in (8)). In this
example, we set d = 50

√
3 m, so DSE = DRE = 100 m.

Fig. 5 shows the AN power allocation by the four algorithms
tested at the source node versus SNR with N = 3. It can
be seen from Fig. 5 that for all four algorithms, the power
allocated for transmitting the AN at the source node increases
with SNR.

We can also observe from Fig. 5 that in the low and medium
SNR region, the conventional penalty function approach allo-
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Fig. 6. Example 2: Power allocation for the AN at the relay node versus
SNR, N = 3.
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Fig. 7. Example 2: Power allocation for the AN at the source node versus
SNR, N = 5.

cates more power for transmitting the AN compared with the
other three schemes. This is the reason for the lower system
secrecy rate achieved by the conventional approach. Similarly,
at high SNRs, the power of AN allocated by the beamforming
system with the full CSI and β = 0 is higher than the other
schemes, which leads to a lower secrecy rate of this system.

Fig. 6 shows the AN power allocation at the relay node
versus SNR for N = 3. The beamforming system is not shown
in this figure, as for this algorithm the AN power is always
zero at the relay node. Similar to Fig. 5, we find out that
to maximize the system secrecy rate, the power allocated for
transmitting the AN increases with SNR at the relay node. It
can be seen that compared with the other two algorithms, the
full CSI system allocates much less power at the relay node
for the AN. This is due to the benefit of the eavesdropper’s
CSI in the full CSI system, which requires weaker AN at the
relay node.

The power of AN allocated by the four algorithms at the
source node is shown in Fig. 7 for N = 5, where similar
trends can be observed as Fig. 5. Interestingly, by comparing
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Fig. 8. Example 2: Power allocation for the AN at the relay node versus
SNR, N = 5.
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Fig. 9. Example 3: System secrecy rate versus d, SNR = 15 dB, N = 5.

Fig. 5 with Fig. 7, we can see that the gap between the two
systems with the eavesdropper’s CSI and two systems without
CSI increases at the low SNR range in terms of the power of
the AN. This explains the bigger secrecy rate gap between the
corresponding algorithms in Fig. 4 (N = 5) compared with
Fig. 3 (N = 3).

Fig. 8 illustrates the AN power at the relay node for N = 5.
By comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 6, we can see that by increasing
the number of antennas at the legitimate users, less power
at the relay node is allocated for transmitting the AN when
the eavesdropper’s CSI is known. However, for the proposed
algorithm, the AN power allocation remains almost same when
N is increased from 3 to 5.

C. Example 3: System Secrecy Rate versus the Distance
between the Eavesdropper and the Source Node

In the third example, we investigate the system secrecy rate
at various locations of the eavesdropper as in Fig. 2. We set
SNR = 15 dB and change d between 50 m and 200 m to
simulate the variation of the eavesdropper’s location. Note that
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Fig. 10. Example 3: System secrecy rate versus d, SNR = 15 dB, N = 3.

the position of the eavesdropper and the CSI of A and B are
unknown to the source and relay nodes for the proposed exact
penalty algorithm and the conventional penalty approach.

Figs. 9 and 10 show the system secrecy rate versus d with
N = 5 and N = 3, respectively. We can observe from these
two figures that for all four systems tested, the secrecy rate
increases with d. This is due to the fact that the eavesdropper’s
channel becomes weaker when d increases. It can be seen
from Fig. 9 that the secrecy rate of the proposed scheme
is always higher than that of the conventional approach at
the range of d tested. Interestingly, despite unknown A and
B, the proposed scheme can achieve secure communication
even at d = 50 m, where DSE < DSD and DRE < DRD.
This is mainly contributed by a larger number of antennas at
the legitimate users compared with the eavesdropper, which
not only increases the decoding capability of the destination
node, but also enhances the capability of the source and relay
nodes in transmitting the AN to confuse the eavesdropper.
While from Fig. 10 we can see that except for the system
with full CSI, the other three schemes cannot achieve secured
communication, due to a weaker channel of the legitimate
users. Figs. 9 and 10 also demonstrate the importance of
transmitting the AN (β 6= 0) at short and medium range of d.

D. Example 4: System Secrecy Rate versus SNR with Channel
Fading Type Mismatch

In the last simulation example, we study the performance
of the proposed approach for the scenario where the actual
fading type of the eavesdropper’s channels is different to the
presumed one. The actual channel matrices A and B satisfy
the Gaussian-Kronecker model as A ∼ CN (0,Σa ⊗Ψa) and
B ∼ CN (0,Σb⊗Ψb), where ⊗ denotes the matrix Kronecker
product, Σa and Ψa are the row and column covariance
matrices of A, respectively, and similarly, Σb and Ψb are
the row and column covariance matrices of B, respectively.
In other words, the entries of A and B have correlated
Rayleigh fading, which is different from the i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading assumption in (38).
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Fig. 11. Example 4: System secrecy rate versus SNR, N = 5.

The four covariance matrices are modeled as

[Σa]m,n =
σ
|m−n|
a

Dζ
SENa

, m, n = 1, · · · , Ne

[Ψa]m,n = ψ|m−n|a , m, n = 1, · · · , Na

[Σb]m,n =
σ
|m−n|
b

Dζ
RENr

, m, n = 1, · · · , Ne

[Ψb]m,n = ψ
|m−n|
b , m, n = 1, · · · , Nb

where | · | denotes the absolute value and we set d = 50
√

3 m
and σa = ψa = σb = ψb = 0.7. Fig. 11 illustrates the secrecy
rate of the four systems with N = 5. It can be seen that despite
the mismatch between the actual and presumed fading type of
the eavesdropper’s channels, the proposed algorithm achieves
a good performance. Compared with Fig. 4, we can observe
that the systems in this example have a higher secrecy rate.
This is due to the correlation in the eavesdropper’s channels,
which reduces the rate from the source and relay nodes to the
eavesdropper.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A practical relay-aided secure communication scheme has
been investigated in this paper, where the knowledge of the
eavesdropper’s channels is unavailable. The system design
was formulated as a stochastic programming problem with a
nonconvex objective function and nonconvex constraints. To
solve this challenging problem, a novel computational method
has been developed to optimize the power allocation at the
source and relay nodes for the transmission of the AN and the
signal-of-interest. Firstly, an exact penalty function method
was adopted to append the nonconvex constraint into the
objective function, which leads to a simpler optimization prob-
lem with only convex constraints. Then, a parallel stochastic
decomposition method was introduced to solve the resulted
problem. Numerical simulations have shown that the proposed
system is capable of ensuring the secrecy of relay-aided
transmission without the knowledge of the eavesdropper’s
channel state information. Moreover, the proposed scheme
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achieves a higher secrecy rate than a conventional penalty
function approach.

APPENDIX

In the Appendix, we provide details of the surrogate func-
tions in (33) and the incremental numbers in (34) for all
variables in ξ. Firstly, we rewrite the objective function in
(27) without the expectation operation as

− log(1 + SNRb) + log(1 + SNRe) + ε−η∆(ξ) + δεθ

=− log
∣∣pgαgHα+diag[αλg,1σ

2
r+σ2

b ,R3,p]
∣∣

+ log(αλg,1σ
2
r+σ2

b ) + log |R3,p|+ log |hhH + Rv|
− log |Rv|+ ε−η∆(ξ) + δεθ (39)

where |·| denotes the matrix determinant, h and Rv are defined
in (16) and (19), respectively, and

R3,p = σ2
b INb

+ (Pa − p)X4

X4 =
1

Na − 1
TVh,1̄V

H
h,1̄T

H

gα = [
√
αλh,1λg,1, (Tvh,1)H ]H .

The surrogate functions consist of the convex part of (39) with
respect to a particular variable and the linearization of the
nonconvex part.

Using (39), the surrogate function for p is given below

f̂1(p; C(t))

= ρ(t)
[
− log

∣∣pgαgHα +diag[α(t)λg,1σ
2
r+σ2

b ,R3,p]
∣∣

− log |(Pa− p)X1+σ2
eINe
|+(ε(t))−η∆(p, α(t), β(t), ε(t))

]
+ρ(t)(p− p(t))

[
tr(R−1(hth

H
t − diag[X1,0]))

−tr(R−1
3 X4)

]
+(1− ρ(t))(p− p(t))q

(t−1)
1 + τ(p− p(t))2

where

X1 =
1

Na − 1
A(t)Vh,1̄V

H
h,1̄(A(t))H

X2 = B(t)Vg,1̄V
H
g,1̄(B(t))H

X3 = σ2
rB

(t)vg,1v
H
g,1(B(t))H

R3 = σ2
b INb

+ (Pa − p(t))X4

R = diag[R1,R2] + p(t)hth
H
t

R1 = σ2
eINe

+ (Pa − p(t))X1

R2 = σ2
eINe

+ β(t)X2 + α(t)X3

ht =
[(

A(t)vh,1
)T
,
√
α(t)λh,1

(
B(t)vg,1

)T ]T
.

Secondly, the surrogate function for α is given by

f̂2(α; C(t))

= ρ(t)
[
− log(αp(t)λh,1λg,1 + v(αλg,1σ

2
r + σ2

b ))

− log |R2,α|+ (ε(t))−η∆(p(t), α, β(t), ε(t))
]

+ρ(t)(α− α(t))[λg,1σ
2
r/(α

(t)λg,1σ
2
r + σ2

b ) + tr(R−1M)]

+(1− ρ(t))(α− α(t))q
(t−1)
2 + τ(α− α(t))2

where

v = 1+p(t)vHh,1T
H
(
(Pa−p(t))X4+σ

2
b INb

)−1

Tvh,1

R2,α = σ2
eINe

+ β(t)X2 + αX3

M =

(
0 X6

XH
6 X5

)
X5 = X3 + p(t)λh,1B

(t)vg,1v
H
g,1(B(t))H

X6 =
p(t)

2

√
λh,1
α(t)

A(t)vh,1v
H
g,1(B(t))H .

Thirdly, for the variable β, the surrogate function is given by

f̂3(β; C(t))

= ρ(t)
[
− log |R2,β |+ (ε(t))−η∆(p(t), α(t), β, ε(t))

]
+ρ(t)(β − β(t))tr(R−1diag[0,X2])

+(1− ρ(t))(β − β(t))q
(t−1)
3 + τ(β − β(t))2

where R2,β = σ2
eINe

+ βX2 + α(t)X3. Finally, the surrogate
function for ε can be written as

f̂4(ε; C(t))

= ρ(t)
[
δεθ + (ε− ε(t))

(
− η(ε(t))−η−1∆(t)

−2µ(ε(t))µ−η−1W (∆(t))
1
2

)]
+(1− ρ(t))(ε− ε(t))q(t−1)

4 + τ(ε− ε(t))2.

where ∆(t) , ∆(p(t), α(t), β(t), ε(t)).
For each variable in ξ, the accumulation numbers are

updated recursively according to (34) based on the gradient
of (39). Firstly, the accumulation number for p can be written
as

q
(t)
1 = (1− ρ(t))q

(t−1)
1 + ρ(t)

[
tr(R−1(hth

H
t − diag[X1,0]))

−tr(R−1
3 X4) + tr(((Pa − p(t))X1 + σ2

eINe
)−1X1)

−tr(Z−1(ggH + diag[0,−X4]))

+2(ε(t))−η(∆(t))
1
2α(t)λh,1

]
where

g = [
√
α(t)λh,1λg,1, (Tvh,1)H ]H

Z = p(t)ggH+diag[α(t)λg,1σ
2
r+σ2

b ,R3].

Secondly, for variable α, we have

q
(t)
2 = (1− ρ(t))q

(t−1)
2 + ρ(t)

[
λg,1σ

2
r/(α

(t)λg,1σ
2
r + σ2

b )

+tr(R−1M)− tr(R−1
2 X3)− k/(kα(t) + vσ2

b )

+2(ε(t))−η(∆(t))
1
2 (λh,1p

(t) + σ2
r)
]

where k = p(t)λh,1λg,1 + vλg,1σ
2
r . Thirdly, the accumulation

number for β is given by

q
(t)
3 = (1− ρ(t))q

(t−1)
3 + ρ(t)

[
tr(R−1diag[0,X2])

−tr(R−1
2 X2) + 2(ε(t))−η(∆(t))

1
2 (Nr − 1)

]
.

Finally, for ε, there is

q
(t)
4 = (1− ρ(t))q

(t−1)
4 + ρ(t)

[
− η(ε(t))−η−1∆(t)

−2µ(ε(t))µ−η−1W (∆(t))
1
2 + δθ(ε(t))θ−1

]
.
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